
ENJOY THESE GRAND PERKS!
Unlike other event venues, Grand Wayne Convention Center in downtown Fort Wayne, Indiana, is 
designed to offer the very best in event planning and services. Because of our inherent culture and 
commitment to the highest level of hospitality, we aim to simplify and satisfy the planning process 
while initiating  added comfort and creativity to every event. With an average of 325 events visiting 
Grand Wayne Convention Center each year, there are numerous reasons why event planners choose 
this venue — and why we have nearly 80% repeat bookings!  

MANY OF GRAND WAYNE’S BUILT-IN AND COMPLIMENTARY FEATURES ARE DESIGNED TO 
ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE!

• Fully carpeted 50,000 s.f. Convention & Expo Hall, ballrooms, and meeting rooms

• Complimentary use of prefunction areas with room rental

•  High performance WiFi for up to 5,000 simultaneous users 

• Individual room climate control for maximum guest comfort

•  Meeting and/or Banquet tables, chairs, podiums, and more at no charge

• Display easels (based on availability)

• On-site event planning and management

• In-house Guest Experience Manager for added event enhancements

• Award-winning Event Ushers for immediate on-site assistance throughout the event

• Adaptable lounge furniture for added casual meeting convenience

• Professional room set  (same-day room reset charges may apply)

• Mobile device charging stations

• 8 easy-access and drive-in loading bays with no drayage fees

• 122 restroom stalls (reduced waiting!) with hands-free operation

EXPERIENCE GRAND WAYNE’S BRAND OF HOSPITALITY FOR YOURSELF!  

We’re delighted to share our customized event planning ideas, exclusive amenities,  
and be your backstage assistant for the success of your event.  

We encourage event planners to utilize the expertise of our in-house sales team, event 
managers, guest experience manager, AV technicians,  and professional chef and 
catering staff to their fullest potential!

Complimentary live music is an option for 
conference receptions and dinners 

All meeting, convention, and expo spaces are fully carpeted  
with drive-in capacity and in-floor electrical, 

saving planners added expense 
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Complimentary life-size board games and guest  
activities provide additional entertainment

Award-winning Event Ushers assist event 
planners and guests with additional information, 
security, and solutions for any unexpected needs

MAKE
GOOD
MEM
RIESO

Oversized, movable whiteboards can 
be branded and used in any number of 

ways to divide or designate a space



Our CONVERG Collaboration chairs are mobile, comfort-focused, and a versatile classroom option
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REDEFINE THE CLASSROOM  

Grand Wayne Convention Center’s CONVERG is the “new movement” in 
classroom style meetings, revolutionizing the typical brain-dump session 
by encouraging attendee collaboration and engagement. By design, this 
unique system allows immediate, uninterrupted transitions from traditional 
rows to subgroups to full circles without having GWCC staff change or reset 
the room! As involved participants, constructive conversations and idea 
sharing generates a more productive meeting. CONVERG is remarkably 
comfortable and accommodating. 

Additional Technology options include iPad control, 72-inch touch 
screen displays, ceiling mount laser projection with drop-down screens, 
and multiple video sourcing. CONVERG gives planners and presenters 
permission to re-imagine the classroom!

CONVERG allows attendees to rearrange instantly from classroom to smaller sub-group 
discussions with minimal disruption and without GWCC’s room-set team

Alternate colors allows easy division and group management A fleet of whiteboards and teaching tools encourage flexibility


